Construction of snowflake-shaped dendritic covalent assemblies with rigid conjugated networks.
A convergent method for the construction of shape-persistent nanoscale assemblies with conjugated backbones was developed. The copper-free Sonogashira coupling reaction was successfully applied to the formation of multiple covalent connections between conjugated terminals (iodide substituted aryl groups) of AB(2)-type outer components and four conjugated terminals (acetylenic bonds) of an inner A(4)-type core dendrimer. The conjugated networks in the starting components are expanded during the assembly process to afford nanoscale dendritic conjugated networks of the type A(4)(AB(2))(4), which have a porphyrin core, and longer (3.9 or 4.5 nm) and shorter (1.6 nm) conjugated chains. Fluorescence measurements revealed that singlet energy is effectively transferred in the assemblies from peripheral benzyl ether units and conjugated chains to the free base porphyrin core.